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Determination of Value in Marx and in Bortkiewiczian Theory

l. Bortkiewicz's Critique of Marx
Among academic economists, discussion of Marx's Capital has always been
dominated by allegations that intemal inconsistencies arrd errors vitiate his
value theory. The critique made by Bortkiewicz (1952, 1984) in 1906-07,
dirccted at Marx's account of the transformation of values into production
pices (Capital lll, Chap. 9), has been the most influential one by far. After
purporting to prove that Marx's account was self-+ontradictory, Bortkiewicz
set out to solve the ,,transformation problem" in an intemally consistent man-
nel.
Marxist economists as well as non-Marxists have accepted his alleged proof
nearly universally. The correctness of Bortkiewicz's solution, or of some
variant of it, is likewise conventional wisdom. Yet his influence, and the im-
plications of his solution, extend far beyond the ,,transformation problem.,,
Generalizations of this solution have become the fundamental models of the
economy employed by mainsaeam Marxist economics. They use these mod-
els to derive theoretical conclusions concerning a wide variety ofmatters, not
only the relation of values to production prices. Moreover, I will argue, Bort-
kiewicz's construction is by no means a simple corection of a specific error
contained in an unpublished manuscript, a mere matter of calculation. It is
rather a quite general model of value and pt'lce determination that differs
radically from Marx's concept oftheir determination.
In Bortkiewicz's work, determination is simultaneous or,,mutual... I will ar-
gue at length that Marx's concept of value determination, on the other hand,
is temporal or ,,successivist." Thus, what have been taken to be intemal in-
consistencies in Marx's value theory are instead simply signs ofthe theory,s
incompatibility with simultaneous valuation. Attempts to derive his theoreti-
cal results on the basis of simultaneous valuation have failed, but these re-
sults do follow when valuation is conceived in temporal terms (see Freeman
and Carchedi, eds., 1996; Kliman and McGlone 1999).

It is worth noting first tlat, even with respect to the ,,transformation prob-
lem," Bortkiewicz's model does rrot correct Marx in the sense of affirming
his results by more acceptable means. It rather implies that competition does
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indeed alter the aggregate profit rate and value of output (total price diverges

from total value). These conclusions, diametrically opposed to Marx's own,

seem to invalidate the principle that value is determined by labor-time.
As Bortkiewicz himself recognized, his model also invalidates several other

of Capital's theoretical conclusions. The issue of foremost importance is

Marx's law of the tendential fall in the profit rate. He considered it the most

important law in political economy and glounded a theory ofeconomic crisis

in it. In direct contradiction to this law, the Bortkiewiczian model and its
generalizations (e.g., Okishio 196l) imply that the profit rate tends to rise,

not fall, as a consequence of productivi§ increases resulting from mechani-

zation.
Several other implications of the Bortkiewiczian model also impugn the the-

ory that value is determined by labor-time: (a) relative prices and the profit
rate are determined independently of value magnitudes, rendering value pro-
duction ,,redundant" (see Steedman 1977); (b) the general profit rate is de-

termined independently of production conditions in luxury industries (as Ri-
cardo held arrd Marx denied); (c) commodities can have positive prices but
negative values, and vice-versa; and (d) aggegate profit can be negative al-

though aggegate surplus-value is positive, and vice-versa.l Clearly, very
little ofthe quantitative dimension of Marx's value theory is left intact.

Of course, if Bortkiewicz's proof of Marx's error were valid, and his altema-

tive construction were a necessary corrective, matters would end there, Marx
would simply be wrong, with respect both to the transformation and to the

host ofother issues. Yet the attempted proofhas been refuted.

In Bortkiewicz's interpretation of Marx's account of the transformation, in-
puts (means of production and subsistence) are bought at their values, but the

same commodities, as outputs, are sold at production prices differing from
values. He attempted to prove that this would lead to a spurious breakdown
ofthe economy, because reproduction cannot occur on the same scale if input
and output prices differ. The sum of money advanced at the start of this pe-

riod to purchase a raw material, for instance, will not be enough, at the end of
the period, to buy an equivalent amount for use in the next period, if in the
meantime its price has increased.

This argument, however, fails to substantiate Bortkiewicz's conclusion. It has

been demonstrated that, if next period's input purchases are financed out of
the sales revenue received at the end of this period, rather than by means of

I Kliman (1999) shows that this is true even when eaah indt§try produces only a sitrgle
product.
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money advanced at the start, changes in prices dudng the period have no
bearing upon reproduction. Differences between input and output prices
therefore do not prevent reproduction from taking place on the same scale

(see Kliman and McGlone 1988, 1999). This demonstration refutes Bort-
kiewicz's proof, thereby eliminating the need to substitute his concept of
value and price determination for Marx's.

2.,,§uccessivist'6and,,Mutual"Determination
Naturally enough, Bortkiewicz ,,corrected" what he believed to be Marx's
eror by constraining input prices to equal output prices (and input values to
equal output values). Input prices (and therefore the value of capital ad-
vanced) therefore cannot be treated as data, magnitudes already determined in
the past, as they were in Marx's account of the transformation (Marx
1981b:265). Because they are forced to equal output prices, the input prices,
too, must be treated as unknown magnitudes to be determined. The two sets

ofprices must thus be determined simultaneously.2
It is this conception that renders value ,,redundant," irrelevant to the determi-
nation of prices and profrtability. Once the value of capital advanced be-
comes a to-brdetermined magnitude, it can no longer serv e as a determining

/actor of subsequent values and prices. Instead, a necessary implication of
simultaneous valuation is that the physical configuration of the economy is
the sole proximate determinant of prices and profitability. The value or price
of anything is simply its per-unit cost times its physical quantity. Hence,
once per-unit costs become determined magnitudes, the only thing left to act
as a determinant is the system ofphysical quantities.
Bortkiewicz may or may not have recognized that it was this feature of his
model that contradicted Capital's theoretical conclusions. He was indeed
well aware, however, that his conception of value determination diverged
markedly from Marx's. Bortkiewicz vigorously attacked what he called

2 Bortkiewicz had an analogous conception of the determinatiol of input and output val-
ues. Yet if output prices (production prices) differ fiom output values, but input figues
must equal output figues, then input prices must also differ fiom input values. The cost
price of commodities in ,,pric€" terms, in other words, differs fiom their cost p ce in
,,value" terms. Ramos (1999) demonstrates conclusively that this property of Bort-
kiewicz's ,,conection ' is not present in Marx's work. Instead, Ramos shows, Marx's
output prices and values share a common cost price, which is determined by the price
(not value) ofits material elements. This ,,single-system" ptoperty of Marx's value the-
ory, and its temporal determiDation ofvalue, are both needed in order to refute the alle-
gations that it is intemally inconsistent.
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Marx's ,,successivist" conception, in which economic factors are ,,regarded as

a kind of causal chain, in which each link is determined, in its composition
and its magnitude, only by the preceding links." Against this, Bortkiewicz

hailed the ,,school led by Ldon Walras," his mentor and colleague, for propa-

gating a more ,,realist[ic]" view of economic relations, in which ,,the various

economic factors or elements condition each other munally" (Bortkiewicz

1952:24).3

Given Bortkiewicz's clear recognition that Capital's conception of valuation

was successivist or temporal instead of simultaneous, it is somewhat surpris-

ing that his numerous Marxist (and Sraffian) followers §?ically deny this.

Thus, although the refutation of his proof of Marx's error has eliminated the

theoretical requirement to model economic relations simultaneously, they

now defend such models, not as altematives to Marx's own theory, but as

faithful reproductions of it (see, e.g., Steedman 1977; Wolff et al. 1984;

Naples 1989; Moseley 1993).

The textual warrant for this position is generally the claim that, according to

Marx, the sum of value transferred from means of production to products is

determined by the post-production r€plocement cost of the means of produc-

tion. This implies that input and output prices must be equal. A relarcd argu-

ment holds that Marx conceived of surplus-value or profit as an excess over

the replacement cost of inputs (Naples 1989).

Most ofthe textual evidence cited to support this position is negative, a large

number of passages in which Marx repudiates an altemative, historical cost

conception. According to this conception, the sum of value transferred from

means of production would be determined by their cost when they were ac-

quired. Marx, however, seems consistently to have argued that, because value

is determined by socially necessary rather than actual labor-time, commodi-

ties' values, and the value that inputs transfer, are not determined by the

original cost of producing them. They are instead determined by the cost of
reproducing them currently. This denial of historical cost valuation has been

taken as an affirmation ofreplacement cost valuation,

Were these the only possible altematives, such a conclusion would be valid.

Yet a third altemative - which I will argue was Marx's own - does in fact

exist. The yalue transferred from inputs might depend, not on by their histori-

cal cost, nor on their posr-production replacement cost, but on their pre-

It is noteworthy that, since modem orthodox economics is likewise rooted in the general

equilibrium theory originated by Walras, borh orthodox and mainsteam Marxian eco-

nomics have a common foundation (see Freeman 1996).
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production reproduction cost, the cost of reproducing them when they enter

into the production process. The cost of an input at the Jrarl of the current

production period (which can cleaxly differ from its original cost) is just as

much a current cost as is its cost at the end ofthe period.

The difference between these concepts may appear to be a merely technical

one, or a trivial matter of accounting. Yet crucial questions of determination

are involved. Unlike the post-production cost concept, the prrproduction
cost concept implies that physical quantities are not the sole determinants of
prices and profitability; value is not redundant. If the value transferred liom
inputs depends on their pre-production cost, it is determined before produc-

tion begins, and this value magnitude is thus a determinant of the products

that emerge subsequently.

Because they are determined in different ways, moreover, temporal and si-

multaneous values, and the rates of profit associated with them, can differ
markedly. Table I illustrates this in the simplest way possible, but the differ-
ences it exemplifies are general ones. The economy produces com by means

of seed com and living labor, and wages are zero. These assumptions imply
that the value transferred from constant capital = cost price = capital ad-

vanced, ard that profit = value added. The profit rate, profit divided by capi-
tal advanced, can thus be measured by the ratio ofvalue added to value trans-
fened. Quantities of com, the value added figures, and year I's input value
are data; other figures are derived.

Trble 1

(a) (b)

lnput

Value

$219r

(c)

Value

Transfened

$40

20 qß

(d) (e)=(c)+(d)
Value Total

Added Value

$8 $48

24 qrs

(f)

Output

Value

$2lqr

(g) - (d/(c)
Profit

Ilate

2V/o

Year

I

2 $Aqt $40

20 qrs

$5 $45

25 qrs

$1.80/qr 12.50/"

Tempolal

2 $l/qr $20

20 qI§

$5 $25

25 qrs

$l/qr 25%

Simultaneous

Given the input (prrproduction) value of $2/qr, the temporal and simultane-
ous computations for year I yield identical results. In year 2, productivity
rises; a bit more com is produced, using less living labor (value added thus

falls). Since the end ofyear 1 is the start of year 2, year l's post-production

Determination of Value
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value and year 2's pre-production value are t}re same, $2/qr. Onty ifthe value
ofcom is Sl/qr, however, will input and output values be equal in year two,
as the replacement cost concept requires. The rise in productivity thus causes
the temporal output value to fall by l0%, while the simultaneous value falls
more sharply, by one-half.
This example also illustrates that simultaneous valuation contradicts Marx,s
law ofthe falling profit rate while temporal valuation replicates it. As a result
of the rise in the technical composition of capital (the ratio of com input to
living labor) and in productivity, the temporal profit rate falls, but the simul-
taneous rate rises. Such differences between the movements in the two rates
also exist in more complex examples and, given continuing techlological
change, they can persist over time (see, e.g., Kliman 1996).

3. Evidence of Simultaneous Valuatioa in Cap an
It is a standard tenet of hermeneutics that a textual interpretation is adequate
to the degree that it can understand the text as a coherent whole. This may be
impossible - the text may indeed be self--contradictory - but if it is possi-
ble, then an interpretation according to which the text forms a unified whole
is superior to one that does not. Apparent self--contradictions are prima facie
indications ofthe interpreter's misunderstanding (see, e.g., Wamke 1993:Zl.).
In light of this tenet, I suggest that the most compelling textual evidence in
favor ofthe temporal interpretation of Marx,s concept ofvalue detennination
is not any particular set of passages in which he explicates the concept.
Rather, it is the fact that the temporal interpretation is better able to find co-
herence between Marx's concepts and his theoretical results. As was empha-
sized above, when his concept of valuation is interpreted as a simultaneous
one, many of his results caanot be validly derived, while they can be derived
when his concept is inter?reted as a temporal one.
I do think, however, that a careful reading of the passages in which Marx de-
velops his concept of value determination also supports the temporal inter-
pretation. As against the considerable eviderice refuting the historical cost
notion, there is little that can be construed as direct support for the notion that
the value transferred from inputs depends on their post-production replace-
ment cost. A few passages have, however, been read as offering such direct
support. The two strongest cases read as follows:

Suppose that the price of cotton is one day sixpence a pound, and
the next day, as a result ofthe failure ofthe cotton crop, a shilling a
pound. Each pound of the cotton bought at sixpence, and worked
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up after the rise in value, hansfers to the product a value of one

shilling, and the cotton already spun before the rise, and perhaps

circulating in the market as yam, similarly transfers to the product
twice its original value. (Marx 1917:317-18)
If the price of a raw material rises - cotton for example - the
price of cotton goods rises as well: both semi-finished goods such

as yam, and finished products such as cloth, etc. which are pro-
duced with this more expensive cotton. And cotton that has not yet
been worked up, but is still in the warehouse, rises just as much in
value as coüon that is still in t}le course of manufacture. (Marx
l98lb:207)

The passages are very similar. Both clearly repudiate a historical cost concept

of value transfer, but this is not in dispute. The first passage could perhaps

seem to conhadict the temporal interpretation more directly, because Marx
write that the value transferred to existing stocks of yam rises, after the cot-
ton contained in them entered production. This, however, is also not in dis-
pute; it is clear that, because values are determined by current production
conditions, when the value transferred to newly produced yam rises, so must

the value transferred to existing stocks of yam. The dispute instead concems

the precise meaning of the determination of values by current production
conditions. It therefore perüains to the valuation, not of existing stocks, but
only of yam that is currently produced.

Specifically, if the cotton contained in the zos, recently produced yarn en-

tered into production before the change in the price of cotton, is the value

transferred to rrrb yam determined by the cotton's prrproduction price or by
its changed price? If anlthing, the passage seems to support the temporal in-
terpretation, by implying that cotton ,,worked up after the rise in value [...]
transfers [...] a value of one shilling" because that is its price when it enters

production.

4. The 1857-58 and 1861-63 Manuscripts
A good deal of textual evidence addresses this question in a more direct
fashion. All of it seems to me to support the temporal interpretation. First, at

least from the 1857-58 economic manuscripts (Grundrßse) onward, Marx
argued that production results in ,,the preservation of the amount of labour

already objectified" in used means ofproduction (Marx 1986:288), and,,thus

preserves the previously existing value of the capital" (Marx 1986:290). The

previously existing value ,,reappears" in the product (Marx 1986:282).
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His subsequent economic works, including the chapter on ,,Constant Capital
and Variable Capital" in Capital l that develops this notion systematically,
likewise often refer to ttre preservation and reappearance (and sytonynously,
the üansfer) of the existing value. Such terminology is explicitly temporal. It
suggests that a sum ofvalue, already in existence before production, emerges

from production unchanged. I do not see how this can be reconciled with the
replacement cost concept, which denies that the value transferred depends on
the value of inputs when they entered production.
Many passages in the econonic manuscript of 1861-63, almost of them from
the earlier notebooks (I through VII) state explicitly that inputs'prs-
production value does determine the value they transfer. ,,The value of the
material and means of labour only re-appears in the product because the ma-

terial and means of labour possess this value before the labour process and

independently of it" (Marx 1988:92). Raw materials and means of labor ,,add
to the labour time contained in the product only as much labow time as they
themselves contained before the production process" (Marx 1988:177). The
consumption of means of production increases the product's value by ,,the
amount of its own value"; Marx further specifies that this means, ,,to be pre-

cise, the value it has when it enters the process of production" (Marx
1988:322-23). A means of production ,,does not add more value to the prod-
uct than it possessed before production. [...] As value, this part of capital

therefore enters unchanged into the production process and emerges from it
unchanged" (Marx 1989 :362).

Although these statements are unambiguous in identifring the prFproduction
value of inputs as that which determines the magnitude of value lransferred,
none oftlem treats the issue in the context ofa possible change in the input's
value during the course of production. At least two passages do address this
issue, however. In one, Marx (1988:79-80) argues that ,,the values of mate-
rial and means of labour only rrappear in the product of the labour process

to the extent that they [...] were values before they entered into the process."
Although their values can change during the course of the process, this

,,involves absolutely no alteration in the circumstance that in the labour proc-
ess into which they enter as material and means they are always preposited as

given values, values of a definite magnitude. For in this process itself they
only emerge as values in so far as they entered as values" (Marx 1988:79-
80).

In the other passage, Marx (1988:413) argues that a change in the value of
constant capital ,,never alters the fact that in the process of production, into
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which it enters as a condition of production, it is a postulated value which
must reappear in the value ofthe product. [...] it is a defrnite quantity ofpasl,
objectified labov, which passes into the value of the product as a determin-
ing factor." As was discussed earlier, were the value transferred from con-
stant capital to depend on the replacement cost of it material elements, it
would not be a determining factor of the product's value, but a magnitude
determined simultaneously with it.

5. Evidence from Capilal
Marx's subsequent economic writings contain fewer, and lpically briefer,
discussions of this issue. The reason is perhaps that he had already worked
matters out to his own satisfaction, so that he was able to state his results
compactly and without duplication of effort.
That evidence which does exist indicates that his position remained un-
changed. First, as noted above, the chapter in Capital I on,,Constant Capital
and Variable Capital" essentially reiterates the notions of preservation and
reappeaxance of the value of inputs that he had developed earlier. The state-
ment at the end ofthe chapter that might seem to contradict it does not in fact
do so.

A couple of passages in this chapter also contain more explicit suggestions
that the inputs transfer their pre-production value to the product. ,,[M]eans of
production never hansfer more value to the product than they themselves lose
during the labour process by the destmction of their own use-value" (Marx
1977:312).,,The maximum loss ofvalue lhe means of production can suffer
in the process is plainly limited by the amount of the original value with
which they entered into it [...]." A means of production cannot ,,transfer any
value to the product unless it possessed value before its entry into the proc-
ess" (Marx 1977:313-14). These passages contradict the replacement cost
notion. Imagine, for instance, that a good was worthless when some of it en-
tered production as an input, but it has a positive value when the output
emerges, If the transfer of value depends on the input's replacement cost, a
positive sum ofvalue will have been transferred to the output.
At least one passage in Volume II reiterates the idea that the value ,,l]re means
of production alrea§ possessed [...] before the production process" is t}re

sum of value they transfer (Marx l98la:463). And one in Volume III, re-
solving the commodity's value into constant capital, variable capital, and
surplus-value, defines the constant capital portion of its value as ,,the value
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or price at which these means of production went into the commod§'s pro-
duction process" (Marx 198 lb:992).
Volume III, and earlier manuscripts, also contain a good deal of discussion of
some closely related issues: the determination of cost price, profit, and the
rate of profit. There is not space to consider these issues at any length here,

so I will limit myself to two remarks. First, I have found no evidence in these
discussions that supports the replacement cost conception of value transfer.
Second, Marx's definitions ofthese categories, at least in some formulations,
are explicitly temporal (see, e.g., Marx l98lb:l18, 122, 128; lulerx
1987:14345: Marx 1989:318). Profit, for instance, is defined as,,the incre-
ment of value which the total capital receives at the end of the process of
production and circulation, over and above the value it possessed before this
process of production, when it entered into it" (Maxx l99l:91). Although it
does not necessarily follow that his concept of value transfer was likewise
temporal, this evidence is suggestive.

6. Marx's Applications
I will now consider another type of textual evidence, a few passages in which
Marx applies his concepts, utilizing them to solve certain quantitative ques-

tions conceming the determination ofvalue. I find this kind ofevidence to be

more convincing than the passages in which his concept is merely explicated
verbally. Instead of just writing about how the variables are determined,
Marx, in the passages to be considered, constructs examples that display or
model the process of determination in a quantitatively exact manner. This
permits differing interpretations to be checked against his quantitative results.
The passages are contained in some of the later notebooks of the economic
manuscript of 186l--63. One relates to Ramsay's early formulation of a re-
placement cost conception of the profit rate. Ramsay maintained that if, due
to rising productivity, a smaller share of total output is needed to replace in-
puts, the profit rate must rise. Marx challenged this contention by construct-
ing a few numerical examples. The one most relevant to the present paper is
summarized in Table 2. All figures in boldface are his own; the others are

inferred from the context.
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Table 2

Iryut Total

Yeal P.ice Capital

I t2lq §l2O

60 qrr

qo!§Lant Capital Variable

Capital Output Profit

L40 §200 f80
20 qrs 100 qn 40 qrs

Seed Com

u0
20 qr8

Other

t40
20 qrs

Output

Pdce

§2lqr

Rate of
Profit

66.1vo

66.70/.

2 l2lqr Ll20 [40
60 rs 20 r§ 20 rs

t40 §40 1200 !80
200 140 rs20

Lllqr 66.7%

233.3%

Marx considers a farmer who produces com by means of seed com and other
inputs. All costs are measured in terms of both money and com. Marx as-
sumes that, although ,,work was carried on in the same conditions., in both
years, using ,Ihe same amount of labour,., the output of year 2 is double that
of year l. The total value of this ouhut, however, does not increase. ,,Since
the 200 qrs [produced in year 2] are the product ofthe same amount of labour
[as in year l], then once again they are likewise = only f,200. Thus, only f,80
profit remains, which is now, however, = 140 qrs.. (Marx 199l:267). MeLrx
thus suggests that, contrary to Ramsay's claim, the rise in productivity causes
neither profit nor the rate ofprofit to rise in year 2.
These conclusions are incompatible with the interpretation that the value
transferred is determined by the input's replacement cost. Had Marx com-
puted the value transferred from the seed com in year 2 at f,llqr, profit would
have exceeded f,80. Used-up constant capital would have constituted a
smaller share of the output's total value of f.200, and thus surplus-value or
profit would have constituted a larger share, even if variable capital is as-
sumed not to change. Marx's conclusion that profit remains f,80, despite the
rise in the physical surplus from 40 qrs to 140 qrs, is valid only if the value
tansfenEd from the seed com is determined by its pregoduction value of!2/qr.
The other examples are similar, albeit shorter, and Marx draws similar con-
clusions from them. One is a criticism ofTorrens' argument that, ,,The farmer
expends 100 qrs of com and obtains in retum 120 qrs. In this case, 20 qrs
constitute the profit" (quoted in Marx 1989:268). Marx (1989:269; 2d empha-
sis added) denies that

the increase in quantity constitutes profit, which is applicable
solely to exchange value .[...] As far as exchange value is con-
cemed, there is no need to explain further that f...f the vatue of
100 can be greater than that of 120 [...]. Thus, on the basis of
one example which has nothing to do with profit, with the surplus
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in lhe value of the product over the value of the capital outlay,

Torrens draws conclusions about profit.
Marx contends here that Torrens' example ,,has nothing lo do with profit"
because, although ,,120 qrs of corn are most certainly more than 100 qrs"

(Marx 1989:268), the value of the 100 qrs of seed com can be greater than

rhe value of the 120 qrs of output. Profit can therefore be negative. Yet, if he

were to have computed the value of the capital outlay at the post-production

replacement cost of com, Marx would have drawn the opposite conclusion -
the 100 qrs laid out on seed com could not have a value greater than the 120

qrs produced. Each qr, whether input or outPut, would have the same value,

so the value of the 100 qrs of input would necessarily be i00/120ü' of the

value of 120 qrs of output.

In the remaining passage, Marx (1994:219-20) argues that

not all of the surplus product represents surplus value; this is a
confusion found in Torrens and others. Assume, for example, that

the year's harvest is twice as large this year as the previous year,

although rre same arr,orrfi of objectified and living labor was em-

ployed to produce it. [...] [a] qr of wheat will now have half as

much value as before .[...] Thus a qr of seed would have to be paid

for with 2 qrs of wheat, and all the elements of capital as also sur-

plus value would remain the same (similarly the ratio ofthe sulplus

value to the total capital).

This passage reveals that, in his discussions of all three examples, Marx has

been applying a consistent line of thought conceming value determination.

He explicitly refers back to his earlier critique ofTorrens, and the present ex-

ample is almost identical to the one employed to criticize Ramsay. So is his

conclusion that, despite an increase in the physical surplus, both absolutely

and in relation to the physical input, surplus-value and the profit rate are un-

changed.

Once again, the same product serves as both input and output, and productiv-

ity doubles, so that the value of wheat declines by ono-half. Consequently, I
qr of input (seed) employed before the productivity increase is worth as much

as 2 qrs of output (wheat). One,,qr of seed would have to be paid for with 2
qrs ofwheat" in the sense that 2 qrs ofoutput would have to be sold, at value,

to recover the sum ofvalue that was advanced for each qr of input. Thus, ,pot
all of the surplus product represents surplus value": some portion of tre
physical excess of output over input would need to be sold, not to realize a

profit, but merely to recover the full value ofthe capital advanced.
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In comparing this year with the previous one, Marx again seems implicitly to
ässume that the same amounts of inputs are employed. By itself, however,
this assumption does not imply that ,,the elements of capital ... remain the
same" in value terms. They remain the same only if, in addition, the value of
the capital that was advanced at the start ofthis year is not altered by the sub-
sequent decline in the value of wheat. Marx, in other words, is not revaluing
the seed at replacement cost.

It might be possible to argue that, although the capital-value adyanced re-
mains unchanged, the value transferred from the seed to the wheat nonethe-
less depends on the seed's replacement cost. Yet this argument contradicts
Marx's conclusion that surplus-value (and thus the profit rate) are the same

in the two years. Because the total value of the product is the same, a change
in the sum ofvalue tansferred would imply that the surplus-value also changes.

7. Summary
What have been judged to be intemal inconsistencies in Marx's account of
the transformation ofvalues into production prices, his law ofthe falling rate
of profit, and otler aspects of his value theory are not in fact features of the
original theory. The inconsistencies actually result from the revisions of
Marx's theory, first formulated by Bortkiewicz, based on simultaneous
valuation. This is because simultaneous valuation is incompatible with the
principle that value is determined by labor-time. Although Bortkiewicz rec-
ognized that Marx's o\ÄTl concept of value determination was ,,successivist,,,
not simultaneous, he claimed to have proved that Marx made an eror, the
correction of which required simultaneous determination.
Bortkiewicz's alleged proof is now known to be false. Nevertheless, his fol-
lowers within Marxian economics continue to employ models in which
valuation is simultaneous, even though the theoretical conclusions derived
from such models often contradict those derived by Marx. They justis the
use of these models by arguing - in conhast to Bortkiewicz himself - that
Marx's concept of value determination was simultaneous; specifrcally, that
the value transfered from inputs to outputs depends on the inputs' post-
production replacement costs.

A thorough review ofthe textual evidence, presented in the latter sections of
this paper, has found no support for this claim. Although relevant evidence is
contained throughout a large number of Marx's economic writings from the
late 1850s onward, a great deal of it has come from the 186l-83 economic
manusoipt, which has only recently been translated into English. Once the
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issue is carefully posed, so that temporal determination of the transfer of
value is not confused with valuation at historical cost, all ofthe evidence in-
dicates that Marx consistently heid that value is determined temporally.
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